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Agenda 

• Overview of CHC Theory and the relations 
between broad and narrow CHC abilities and 
specific academic skills 

• SLD Identification and the utility of the Pattern 
of Strengths and Weaknesses Analyzer (PSW-
A) 

• Linking results to intervention 
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Current and Expanded Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) Model of Cognitive Abilities 
(adapted from Schneider & McGrew, 2012) 

Sixteen broad and approximately 80 narrow 
abilities; approximately 9 broad and 35 
narrow abilities represented on current 
batteries 

General 
Intelligence (g) 

Mathematical 
achievement 

(A3) 

Reading 
decoding (RD) 

Reading 
comprehension 

(RC) 

Reading speed 
(RS) 

Spelling ability 
(SG) 

English usage 
(EU) 

Writing ability 
(WA) 

Writing speed 
(WS) 

General (verbal) 
information (K0) 

Lexical 
knowledge (VL) 

Listening ability 
(LS) 

Induction (I) 

General 
sequential 

reasoning (RG) 

Quantitative 
reasoning (RQ) 

Memory span 
(MS) 

Working memory 
capacity (WM) 

Associative 
memory (MA)   

Meaningful 
memory (MM)   

Naming facility 
(NA) 

Visualization  

(Vz) 

Visual memory 
(MV) 

Spatial scanning 

(SS) 

Phonetic coding 
(PC) 

Quantitative 
Knowledge 

(Gq) 

Reading & 
Writing (Grw) 

Comp -
Knowledge 

(Gc) 

Fluid 
Reasoning (Gf) 

Short-Term Wk 
Mem. (Gwm) 

Long-Term 
Retrieval (Glr) 

Visual 
Processing (Gv) 

Auditory 
Processing (Ga) 

Processing  

Speed (Gs) 

Perceptual speed 
(P) 

Number facility 
(N) 

General science 
info. (K1) 

Knowledge of 
culture (K2) 

Domain-
Specific Knw. 

(Gkn) 

Geography ach. 
(A5) 

Note.  Indicates narrow abilities that were 
modified or proposed as additions to CHC 
theory (see Chapter 1 and Appendix A of WJ IV 
Technical Manual). 

Language 
development 

(LD) 

Attentional 
control (AC) 

Memory for 
sound patterns 

(UM) 

Word fluency 
(FW) 

Verbal (print) 
lang. comp. (V) 

Ideational 
fluency (FI) 

Speed of lexical 
access (LA)   

CHC Theory – Modifications from WJ IV TM 
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Summary of Relations between CHC Abilities and Specific Areas of Academic Achievement  
(Berninger, 2013; Flanagan and colleagues, 2006, 2013; McGrew & Wendling, 2010; McGrew et al., 2014) 

 

 

 

Reading Achievement 

 

 

Math Achievement 

 

Writing Achievement 

Gf Inductive (I) and general sequential reasoning 

(RG) abilities play a moderate role in reading 

comprehension. 

Inductive (I) and general sequential (RG) 

reasoning abilities are consistently very 

important for math problem solving at all ages. 

Inductive (I) and general sequential reasoning 

abilities (RG) are consistently related to written 

expression at all ages. 

    

Gc Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and listening ability (LS) are important 

at all ages for reading acquisition and 

development.  These abilities become 

increasingly important with age. 

Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and listening abilities (LS) are important 

at all ages.  These abilities become increasingly 

important with age. 

Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and general information (K0) are 

important primarily after about the 2
nd

 grade.  

These abilities become increasingly important 

with age. 

    

Gwm Memory span (MS) and working memory 

capacity (WM) or attentional control. Gwm 

important for overall reading success. 

Memory span (MS) and working memory 

capacity (WM) or attentional control. Gmw 

important for overall math success. 

Memory span (MS) is important to writing, 

especially spelling skills whereas working 

memory has shown relations with advanced 

writing skills (e.g., written expression). Gmw 

important for overall writing success. 

    

Gv Orthographic Processing (often measured by tests 

of perceptual speed) – reading fluency 

Visualization (VZ) is important primarily for 

higher level or advanced mathematics (e.g., 

geometry, calculus). 

Orthographic Processing (often measured by tests 

of perceptual speed) - spelling 

    

Ga Phonetic coding (PC) or “phonological 

awareness/processing” is very important 

during the elementary school years for the 

development of basic reading skills. 

 Phonetic coding (PC) or “phonological 

awareness/processing” is very important 

during the elementary school years for both 

basic writing skills and written expression 

(primarily before about grade 5). 

    

Glr Naming facility (NA) or “rapid automatic 

naming” (also called speed of lexical access) is 

very important during the elementary school 

years.  Associative memory (MA) is also 

important. 

Naming Facility (NA; or speed of lexical access); 

Associative Memory (MA) – rapid retrieval of 

basic math facts 

Naming facility (NA) or “rapid automatic naming” 

(also called speed of lexical access) has 

demonstrated relations with written expression, 

primarily writing fluency. 

    

Gs Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years, particularly the 

elementary school years. 

Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years, particularly the 

elementary school years. 

Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years for basic writing and 

related to all ages for written expression. 

 

Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Fluid Reasoning (Gf) The deliberate but flexible control of attention to solve 

novel, “on-the-spot” problems that cannot be performed by 

relying exclusively on previously learned habits, schemas, 

and scripts. 

Induction (I)                                                                                                                   The ability to observe a phenomenon and discover the 
underlying principles or rules that determine its behavior.                                                                  

General Sequential Reasoning (RG) The ability to reason logically, using known premises and 
principles. 

 
Quantitative Reasoning (RQ) The ability to reason, either with induction or deduction, 

with numbers, mathematical relations, and operators.   

 Refinements: Piagetian Reasoning (RP) and Reasoning Speed (RE) were deemphasized, 
primarily because there is little evidence that they are distinct factors.  
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What is Fluid Reasoning (Gf)? 
 Fluid Reasoning (Gf) refers to a 

type of thinking that an individual 
may use when faced with a 
relatively new task that cannot be 
performed automatically.   
– forming and recognizing concepts 

(e.g., how are a dog, cat, and cow 
alike?) 

– identifying and perceiving 
relationships (e.g., sun is to morning 
as moon is to night) 

– drawing inferences (e.g., after reading 
a story, answering the question, 
“What will John do next?”) 

– reorganizing or transforming 
information (e.g., selecting one of 
several pictures to complete a puzzle).   

 

Relations between Gf and Reading Achievement 

Gf – Induction (I) and general sequential reasoning 
(RG) play a moderate role in reading 
comprehension 
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Relations between Gf and Math and Writing Achievement 

Quantitative Reasoning (RQ) consistently 
related to math achievement 

Induction (I) and General Sequential 
Reasoning (RG; Deduction) consistently 
related to written expression 

Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Crystallized Intelligence (Gc) The depth and breadth and of knowledge and skills that 

are valued by one’s culture.  

General Verbal Information (K0) The breadth and depth of knowledge that one’s culture 
deems essential, practical, or otherwise worthwhile for 
everyone to know. 

 
Language Development (LD) General understanding of spoken language at the level of 

words, idioms, and sentences. 

 
Lexical Knowledge (VL) Extent of vocabulary that can be understood in terms of 

correct word meanings. 
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Listening Ability (LS) The ability to understand speech. 

 
Communication Ability (CM) The ability to use speech to communicate one’s 

thoughts clearly. 

 
Grammatical Sensitivity (MY) Awareness of the formal rules of grammar and 

morphology of words in speech.  

Additional Gc Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Crystallized Intelligence (Gc) The depth and breadth and of knowledge and skills that 

are valued by one’s culture.  

What is Crystallized Intelligence (Gc)? 

• a person’s 
knowledge base (or 
general fund of 
information) that has 
built up over time, 
beginning in infancy.  

• your own personal 
library or everything 
you know.   
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What is Crystallized Intelligence (Gc)? 

• Having well 
developed or good 
Crystallized 
intelligence means 
that one understands 
and uses language 
well, has an average 
or better vocabulary, 
has good listening 
skills, and is able to 
use language well via 
verbal expression.   

Relations between Gc Abilities and Reading Achievement 

• Gc – Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 
(VL), general information (K0) and listening ability 
(LS) are important at all ages.  These abilities 
become increasingly important with age 
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Relations between Gc Abilities and Math and Writing Achievement 

• Gc – Language development (LD), lexical knowledge (VL), 
general information (K0) and listening ability (LS) are 
important for reading achievement at all ages.  These 
abilities become increasingly important with age 

Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Auditory Processing (Ga) The ability to detect and process meaningful nonverbal 

information in sound. 

Phonetic coding (PC)  The ability to hear phonemes distinctly.  

 
Speech Sound Discrimination (US) The ability to detect and discriminate 

differences in speech sounds (other than 
phonemes) under conditions of little 
distraction or distortion. 

 
Resistance to Auditory Stimulus 
Distortion (UR) 

The ability to hear words correctly even under 
conditions of distortion or loud background 
noise.  

Memory for Sound Patterns (UM)             The ability to retain (on a short-term basis)   
                  auditory events 
such as tones, tonal patterns,                                            
       and voices. 
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What is Auditory Processing (Ga)? 

• Auditory processing (Ga) refers to the ability to perceive, analyze, and 
synthesize a variety of auditory information (e.g., sounds).   

– auditory processing include listening to words with missing letters and 
saying the correct word (e.g., hearing “olipop” and saying “lollipop”) 

–  listening to piano music and identifying the key in which the piece is 
being played (e.g., C sharp) 

Relations between Ga and Reading Achievement 

• Ga – Phonetic Coding 
(PC) or phonological 
awareness; 
phonological processing 
– very important during 
the elementary school 
years. 
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Relations between Ga and Writing Achievement 

Assessing Phonological Processing Related to Reading 

• Examples of assessments of phonological processing directly related 
to reading: 

– PAL-II Rhyming, Syllables, Phonemes, Rimes 

– KTEA-II Phonological Awareness Subtest 

– NEPSY-II Phonological Processing Subtest 

– WJ III Sound Awareness, Sound Blending, and Incomplete Words 
Subtests 

– DAS-II Phonological Processing Subtest 

– CTOPP-II Blending and Segmenting Subtests 
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Cognitive Test on WJ IV 
• Phonological Processing 

– Measures Ga (PC) and some fluency aspects of Glr 

– Comprised of three tasks (Word Access, Word 
Fluency, and Substitution) 

– Good predictor of reading and writing (part of 
these scholastic aptitude clusters) 

Information from: Institute for Applied Psychometrics; Kevin McGrew 2-04014 

Auditory Processing 
(Ga) 

Information from: Institute for Applied Psychometrics; Kevin McGrew 2-2014 
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Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Short-Term Memory (Gsm) The ability to encode, maintain and manipulate 

information in one’s immediate awareness.   

Memory Span (MS) The ability to maintain information in primary 
memory and immediately reproduce the 
information in the same sequence in which it 
was represented. 

  
Working Memory Capacity (MW) The ability to direct the focus of attention to 

perform relatively simple manipulations, 
combinations, and transformations of 
information within primary memory, while 
avoiding distracting stimuli and engaging in 
strategic/controlled searches for information in 
secondary memory.  

What is Short-term Memory (Gsm)? 

• Short-term memory (Gsm) is the ability to hold information in one’s mind and then 
use it within a few seconds.   
– holding a phone number in one’s mind long enough to dial it.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

– Working memory is also part of the short-term memory system and involves manipulating or 
transforming information and using it in some way (e.g., saying the months of the year 
backwards).   
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What is Short-term Memory (Gsm)? 
• A child with short-term memory difficulties may have a hard time 

– Following directions 
– understanding long reading passages (e.g., a story read aloud by the 

teacher) 
– Spelling 
– sounding out words 
– and doing math problems (e.g., remembering the steps required to 

solve long math problems) 

• Children who have difficulties with short-term memory do better 
when they are taught how to use strategies to help them 
remember things.  
– Mnemonics 
  

 

Relations between Gsm and Achievement 

• Gsm – Memory span (MS) and working memory 
capacity are important at all ages 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=working+memory&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=0Q8kJAInifV_-M&tbnid=gq7R2d0ezjlBUM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://cog221.wikispaces.com/5+Working+Memory&ei=t5NyUbTIKNe-4AO-94GACg&bvm=bv.45512109,d.dmg&psig=AFQjCNFQ6_ugRiJvsEhp8LQYIMgpWhfPnQ&ust=1366549709954632
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• Changed Short-term Memory (Gsm) to Short-term Working Memory (Gwm) 

     

• Same definition: The ability to apprehend and hold information in immediate 
awareness and then use it within a few seconds      
            

• Defines Gwm further as: Efficiency of attentional control 

     

• WJ IV Gwm tasks measure the capacity limits of short-term working memory 

 

• There does not appear to be a distinction between the broad Gwm, the 
narrow WM ability, and the WJ IV author’s definition of attentional control, 
as discussed in the WJ IV TM.   
 
 

  
 

Short-term Working Memory (Gwm) 

Test 3: Verbal Attention 
– requires attentional 

control or focus 

Information from: Institute for Applied Psychometrics; Kevin McGrew 2-2014 
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Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Long-Term Storage and Retrieval (Glr) The ability to store, consolidate, and retrieve 

information over periods of time measured in minutes, 

hours, days, and years.  

Associative Memory (MA) The ability to remember previously unrelated 
information as having been paired. 

  
Meaningful Memory (MM) The ability to remember narratives and other forms of 

semantically related information.  

 
Free Recall Memory (M6) The ability to recall lists in any order. 

Learning Efficiency 

Ideational Fluency (FI) The ability to rapidly produce a series of ideas, words, 
or phrases related to a specific condition or object. 

        
Word Fluency (FW) The ability to rapidly produce words that share a non-

semantic feature.  

Figural Fluency (FF) 

 

 

Naming Facility (NA) 

Ability to rapidly draw or sketch as many things (or 
elaborations) as possible when presented with a non-
meaningful visual stimulus (e.g., a set of unique visual 
elements).  

The ability to rapidly name pictures, letters or objects 
that are known to the individual. 

 

Additional Glr Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Long-Term Storage and Retrieval (Glr) The ability to store, consolidate, and retrieve 

information over periods of time measured in minutes, 

hours, days, and years.  

Retrieval Fluency 
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What is Long-term Storage and Retrieval (Glr)? 

• Refers to an individual’s ability to take in and store a 
variety of information (e.g., ideas, names, concepts) 
in one’s mind and then retrieve it quickly and easily 
at a later time by using association. 

 

 

What is Long-term Storage and Retrieval (Glr)? 

• This ability does not 
represent what is stored in 
long-term memory or what 
you know.  Rather, it 
represents the process of 
storing and retrieving 
information.   

• When someone says, “It’s 
on the tip of my tongue,” 
they are having a hard 
time retrieving something 
that they know.   
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Evaluation of Vocabulary Knowledge - Gc 
(Looking for an Exact Word) 

• DAS-II Naming 
Vocabulary = 79 

• CELF-4 Expressive 
Vocabulary = 75 

Retrieval Difficulties - Glr 

Evaluation of Vocabulary Knowledge – Gc 
(Looking for a Definition of a Word) 

• DAS-II Word Definitions = 90 

Broader parameters; Can give enough information to show understanding 
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Relations between Glr and Reading Achievement 

 Glr – Naming facility (NA) or “rapid automatic naming” is very 

important during the elementary school years.  Associative memory 
(MA) also appears to be important in the early elementary school 
years. 

 

Naming facility (NA); 
Associative Memory (MA) 

Schneider and McGrew’s Conceptualization of Gsm and Glr in 
Contemporary CHC Theory 
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Information adapted from: Institute for Applied Psychometrics; Kevin McGrew 2-2014 

Learning Efficiency 
Component of Glr 

Will LA replace NA in CHC theory? 

Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Visual Processing (Gv) The ability to make use of simulated mental imagery 

(often in conjunction with currently perceived images) 

to solve problems. 

Visualization (Vz)  The ability to perceive complex patterns and mentally 
simulate how they might look when transformed (e.g., 
rotated, changed in size, partially obscured). 

 
Speeded Rotation (SR)  The ability to solve problems quickly by using mental 

rotation of simple images. 

 
Closure Speed (CS) The ability to quickly identify a familiar meaningful 

visual object from incomplete (e.g., vague, partially 
obscured, disconnected) visual stimuli, without 
knowing in advance what the object is. 
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Visual Memory (MV) The ability to remember complex visual images over 
short periods of time (less than 30 seconds). 

 
Spatial Scanning (SS) The ability to visualize a path out of a maze or a field 

with many obstacles. 

Additional Gv Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Visual Processing (Gv) The ability to make use of simulated mental imagery 

(often in conjunction with currently perceived images) 

to solve problems. 

What is Visual Processing (Gv)? 

• Visual processing (Gv) is an individual’s ability to 
think about visual patterns (e.g., what is the 
shortest route from your house to school?) and 
visual images (e.g., what would this shape look 
like if I turned it upside down?).   
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What is Visual Processing (Gv)? 
• This type of ability also involves generating, perceiving, 

and analyzing visual patterns and visual information. 
– putting puzzles together 

– completing a maze (such as the ones often seen on children’s 
menus in restaurants) 

– interpreting a graph or chart.  

• Important when doing advanced math  

 (e.g., geometry and calculus).  

Relations between Gv Abilities and Achievement 
 

• Gv – Orthographic processing 
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Orthography (Wagner & Barker, 1994) 

• The system of marks that make up the English 
language, including upper and lower case 
letters, numbers, and punctuation marks 

Assessing Visual Processing Related to Reading 

• Visual processing must be assessed using 
orthography (letters, words and numbers) 
rather than abstract designs or familiar 
pictures 
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Relationship Between Gv and 
Achievement 

Assessing Orthographic Processing Related to Reading 

• Examples of assessments of orthographic processing directly related 
to reading: 

– Test of Silent Word Reading Fluency-2 (TOSWRF-2) 

– Test of Irregular Word Reading Efficiency (TIWRE) 

– Test of Orthographic Competence (TOC) 

– Process Assessment of the Learner (PAL-II) 

– Early Reading Assessment (ERA) 
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Cognitive Test on WJ IV 
• Letter-Pattern Matching 

– Measures Gs (P) and orthographic processing 

– Examinee locates and circles the two identical 
letter patterns in a row of six patterns  

– Is similar to Number-Pattern Matching (Visual 
Matching) 

– LETPAT + NUMPAT = Gs (P; orthographic 
processing) 

Information from: Institute for Applied Psychometrics; Kevin McGrew 2-2014 

Definitions of CHC Broad and Narrow Abilities 

Broad Ability Definition  

Processing Speed (Gs) The speed at which visual stimuli can be compared for 

similarity or difference. 

Perceptual Speed (P) The ability at which visual stimuli can be compared for 
similarity or difference. 

Rate-of-Test-Taking (R9) The speed and fluency with which simple cognitive tests 
are completed. 

Number Facility (N) The speed at which basic arithmetic operations are 
performed accurately. 

Reading Speed (RS) The rate of reading text with full comprehension. 

Writing Speed (WS) The rate at which words or sentences can be generated or 
copied. 
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What is Processing Speed (Gs)? 

• Processing speed (Gs) refers to an individual’s 
ability to perform simple clerical tasks quickly, 
especially when under pressure to maintain 
attention and concentration.   

• It can also be thought of as how quickly one 
can think or how quickly one can take simple 
tests that require simple decisions.   

• Involves sustained/focused and selective 
attention.   

Revisions and Refinements to Gs Domain 

• Gs:  Reading Speed (RS) and Writing Speed (WS) were 
added (also listed under Grw) 

– Reading and writing speed demand quick, accurate performance 
and, therefore, are measures of Gs.  

 

•  The narrow Gs ability of Semantic Processing Speed (R4) 
was moved to Gt and Inspection Time (IT) was added to Gt.   
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Relations between Gs and Achievement 

• Gs – Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important during all school 
years, particularly the elementary school years.   

What Combinations of Abilities Are 
Important for Different Achievements 

• Fluid Reasoning – Gf 

• Crystallized Knowledge – Gc 

• Short-term Memory – Gsm 

• Long-term Storage and Retrieval – Glr 

• Visual Processing – Gv 

• Auditory Processing – Ga 

• Processing Speed – Gs 
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Putting the Abilities Together 

•  Students who Learn 
Quickly and Excel 
Academically 
– Gc (good fund of 

knowledge; good 
vocabulary; communicate 
well) 

– Glr (learning is efficient; 
info is retrieved fluently) 

– Gsm + Gf (able to hold 
retrieved info; transform it; 
interact it with new info 
and draw conclusions 
based on inductive and 
deductive reasoning) 

 
 

See Flanagan, Ortiz, and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e 

Top Four Most Important Abilities for  
Learning and Academic Success 

• 1. Fluid Reasoning (Gf) 

• 2. Crystallized Knowledge (Gc) 

– Weaknesses in these abilities constrain learning and achievement 

• (Executive Functions – weaknesses lead to inconsistencies in Learning  

 and Achievement) 

• 3. Short-Term Memory (Gsm) – Working Memory 

• 4. Long-Term Storage and Retrieval (Glr) 

– Working Memory, Retrieval Fluency, and Learning Efficiency 

– Weaknesses in these abilities obstruct learning and achievement, but can be 
improved upon, bypassed, or compensated for at least to some degree 

• Important Processes (related to reading) 

– Ga  – Phonological Processing (encompasses many skills) 

– Visual Processing/Processing Speed – Orthographic Processing 

• Train processing deficits to point where they become skill 

See Flanagan, Ortiz, and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e 

Important 
for acquiring 

basic 
reading skills 

Important 
for overall 

learning and 
academic 
success 
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55 

IDEIA – Federal Definition of SLD 

 “A disorder in one or more of the basic 
psychological processes involved in 
understanding or using language, spoken or 
written, which manifests itself in the 
imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, 
write, spell, or do mathematical calculations. 
Such terms include such conditions as 
perceptual disabilities, brain injury, minimal 
brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and 
developmental aphasia”  

56 

Federal Regulations Permit the Use of a PSW Model 
(Alternative Research-based Approach) 

(34 CFR 300.311(a)(5)), (34 CFR 300.309(a)(2(ii)).  

• Evaluation documentation must consider 
whether the student exhibits a pattern of 
strengths and weaknesses  
– In performance, achievement or both  

– Relative to age, State approved grade levels 
standards, or intellectual development 

– That is determined by the group to be relevant to 
the identification of SLD using appropriate 
instruments 
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57 

OSEP allows Teams to Choose 

•  §300.309(a)(2)(ii) permits, but does not 

require, consideration of a pattern of 

strengths or weaknesses, or both, relative 

to intellectual development, if the 

evaluation group considers that 

information relevant to an identification 

of SLD.  

58 

Main Elements of PSW – Inclusionary Criteria  

• Specific academic weakness(es) 
• Specific cognitive weakness(es) 
• Cognitive abilities and processes in the average range (or 

higher) – particularly those least related to the area(s) of 
academic weakness 
– “otherwise normal ability profile” 
– Pattern of cognitive strengths suggests at least average 

overall cognitive ability 
• May have some academic skills in the average range (or 

higher) 
• Research-based (or ecologically valid) links between the 

academic and cognitive weaknesses 
• The “SLD pattern” is only supportive of SLD when other data 

sources converge in a manner consistent with what is known 
about SLD 

Cannot be attributed primarily to 
exclusionary factors 
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62 

“Third Method” Alternative Research-Based 
Approaches to SLD Identification (PSW Methods) 

• Approaches and “PSW-ready” batteries: 

• Flanagan, Oritz, Alfonso, & Mascolo (2002-2013) 
– Dual-Discrepancy/Consistency (within the context of an 

Operational Definition of SLD and a broader approach to 
“best practices” in CHC-based assessment) 

• Naglieri, 1999, 2013 
– Discrepancy/Consistency (PASS Model; CAS-2 battery) 

• Hale & Fiorello, 2004, 2011  
– Concordance-discordance model (based on neuropsych 

theory within the context of an hypothesis testing 
approach) 

• Milton Dehn 

• WJ IV, WISC-V, KTEA-III 
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An Operational Definition of SLD 
Flanagan, Ortiz, Alfonso, and Mascolo 

• Definition first presented in 2002 

• Revised and updated in 2006 

• Updated in 2007 

• Revised and updated in 2011 

• Updated and Renamed in 3e of Essentials of XBA3: Dual 
Discrepancy/Consistency (DD/C)  

 

Flanagan,  Oritz, & Alfonso (2013).  Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition.  Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.    
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Flanagan,  Oritz, & Alfonso (2013).  Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition.  Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.    

COGNITIVE STRENGTHS 

Average or better overall 
ability 

 Supported by strengths in 
academic skills 

ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

Actual cognitive area of weakness is 
significantly lower than expected 
based on overall cognitive ability 

Cognitive deficit(s) is specific, not 
general or pervasive, because overall 

cognitive ability is at least average 

Performance approximately  1SD 

below the mean or lower (cognitive 
and academic areas of weakness are 
related empirically and relationship 

is ecologically valid ) 

Actual academic area of weakness is 
significantly lower than expected based on 

overall cognitive ability 

Academic deficit(s) is unexpected because 
overall cognitive ability is at least average 
(and other factors were ruled out, such as 

inadequate instruction) 

Consistent 

Conceptual Similarities Among Alternative Research-based Approach to SLD 

Flanagan, Alfonso, & Mascolo (2011); Flanagan, Fiorello, & Ortiz (2010); 

Hale, Flanagan, & Naglieri (2008) 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICIT 

Cognitive Ability or 
Processing Disorder 
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A PSW-A Example 

Joe 

Grade 1 
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Formulae Used in PSW-A  
(see “Notes, Instructions, and Development” tab for More Information) 

 

• Default value for statistical significance is set at 95% (p < .05), which is the 
recommended value (Reynolds, 1985; Wright, 2002) 

 

• When difference between IA-e and cognitive or academic weakness score is 
statistically significant, then the program evaluates the magnitude of the difference 
between actual and predicted performance and its degree of rarity.  

– Program uses default value for rarity – i.e., size of difference occurs in about 5% (or less) 
of the population (one tailed – weakness is assumed to be lower than IA-e) 

 

• Program employs a regression-based prediction discrepancy procedure that  

 guards against false negatives 

– Critical value is adjusted statistically to correct for inherent test unreliability and 
imperfect correlation so as to not exclude student’s whose difference was insufficient to 
meet or exceed the target value due to measurement error (Reynolds, 1985; Wright, 
2002) 

 

 

 

PSW-A v1.0 
Flanagan, Ortiz, and Alfonso (2013) 

• Based on the most psychometrically defensible analyses of score 
differences  
 
– Reynolds, C. R. (1985).  Critical measurement issues in learning 

disabilities.  Journal of Special Education, 18, 451-476. 
 

– Evans, L. D. (1990). A conceptual overview of the regression 
discrepancy model for evaluating severe discrepancy between I 
Q and achievement scores. Journal of Learning Disabilities, 23, 406-
412.   
 

– Wright, J. (2002).  Best practices in calculating severed discrepancies 
between expected and actual academic achievement scores: A step-
by-step tutorial.  Retrieved June 1, 2010 from: 
http://www.kasp.org/Documents/discrepancies.pdf 
 

http://www.kasp.org/Documents/discrepancies.pdf
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Evaluation of Below Average Aptitude-Achievement Consistency 

• Three ranges 
–  < 85 
–  85-89 
–  > 90 

 

• Does the pattern include consistency? 
–  both scores < 85 = yes 
– Both scores > 90 = no 
– One score < 85; one score 85-89 = likely 
– Both scores 85-89 = possibly 
– One score < 85; one score > 90 = possibly 
– One score 85-89; one score > 90 = unlikely 

 

• Final determination based on clinical judgment, which is 
bolstered by empirical evidence supporting the relationship 
and ecological validity 

McCloskey’s Representation of a Cognitive Neuropsychological 
Discrepancy Model for SLD Identification 

Figure from: McCloskey, Whitaker, Murphy, & Rogers (2012). Intellectual, Cognitive, and 
Neuropsychological Assessment in Three Tier Service Delivery Systems in Schools.  In Flanagan & Harrison 
(Eds.), Contemporary Intellectual Assessment: Theories, Tests, and Issues (3rd edition). New York: Guilford  
 

D
iscre

p
an

cy 

Consistency 

g Top Oval 
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Identification of SLD 

• Involves more than just examining 
scores from standardized tests 
– A convergence of data sources is necessary 

– Data should be gathered via different methods 

– Exclusionary factors must be considered and 
examined systematically 

 

Exclusionary Factors Form 
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Form published  in Flanagan, Alfonso, Mascolo, & Sotelo-Dynega (2012).  Use of Intelligence Tests in the Identification of 
Specific Learning Disabilities Within the Context of An Operational Definition.   In Flanagan & Harrison (Eds.) , 
Contemporary Intellectual Assessment: Theories, Tests, and Issues (3rd edition). New York: Guilford.  

Flanagan et al.’s Operational Definition: Level II – Review of 

Exclusionary Factors 

Orientation to the PSW-A v1.0 
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PSW Data Entry Tab 

• It is not necessary to use more than one area of 
cognitive weakness or more than one area of academic 
weakness. 
– You may do so, but it is not necessary once the pattern is 

established 

– Do not run multiple comparisons for a student because the 
program does not control for multiple comparisons 

• Evaluate the areas in which there are the most 
concerns, the most relevance to the referral, and the 
most compelling evidence of deficiency 

• Form diagnostic impressions prior to using the program 

• Select comparisons a priori 

 

g-Value =  

• Sum of g-weights for each of the CHC ability domains 
– Program uses average g-weights from four sources (WJ III 

Technical Manual and three separate Cross-Battery joint factor 
analysis studies – all included the seven main cognitive domains) 

• The abilities and their corresponding g-weights in the order in 
which they are listed in the g-Value Data Entry tab (which 
generally follows from highest to lowest) are as follows: 

• Gc = .2355 

• Gf = .1870 

• Glr = .1572 

• Gsm = .1152 

• Gv = .1167 

• Ga = .1029 

• Gs = .0864 

• SUM = 1.0009 
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Abilities that are Considered Most Important to Learning 
and Academic Success in School are Given More Weight in 

the Calculation of the g-Value 

• Grades K-2 

– Gc – Crystallized 
Intelligence 

– Glr – Long-term Storage 
and Retrieval 

– Gsm – Short-term 
Memory 

– Gs – Processing Speed 

 

• Grades 3+ 

– Gc – Crystallized 
Intelligence 

– Glr – Long-term Storage 
and Retrieval 

– Gsm – Short-term 
Memory 

– Gf – Fluid Reasoning 

 

 

g-Value Data Entry Tab 

• “Yes” selected for all seven CHC ability 
domains 

– g-Value = 1.0 

• “No” selected for all seven CHC ability 
domains 

– g-Value = 0 
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Example of “Yes” Selected for All Areas 

“Yes” Selected for All Areas – g-Value = 1.00 
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Example of “No” Selected for All Areas 
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DECISION FLOWCHART 
FOR DETERMINING 
SCORES TO BE ENTERED 
INTO PSW-A (g-Value 
Data Entry Tab) 
 

g-Value and IA-e 

• When g-Value is .60 or higher (reported in the 
color green), then 

– The IA-e is almost always in the average range or 
higher (and reported in the color green) 
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Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 
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Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 

g-Value and IA-e 

• When g-Value is .60 or higher (reported in the 
color green), then 
– The IA-e is almost always in the average range or 

higher (and reported in the color green) 

 

• g-Value may be .60 or higher (reported in the 
color green) 
– IA-e may be in the low average range and appear 

in the color yellow 
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Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 
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Don’t Forget: 
  g-Value is based on the g-weights associated with the CHC 
abilities that were judged to be sufficient 

 
  IA-e is based on the CHC obtained scores that were judged 
to be sufficient 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e 

More on the Relationship between 
the g-Value and the IA-e 
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How is IA-e Calculated? 

• PSW-A uses a standard formula that incorporates 
median inter-correlations among and reliabilities of 
those CHC domains that were judged to be “sufficient” 

• Median inter-correlations among each broad ability 
and every other broad ability were derived from an 
investigation of over 250 coefficients reported in the 
technical manuals of cognitive batteries and included in 
within-battery and cross-battery independent factor 
analysis research. 

• Median reliability coefficients were derived from over 
50 coefficients gathered from the technical manuals of 
cognitive batteries 
 

• The reliability of the IA-e (needed for the formula 
used to generate the predicted score) is calculated 
based on the reliabilities and inter-correlations 
among the CHC abilities that are reported to be 
sufficient 

• To use the IA-e to generate a predicted cognitive or 
academic score, approximately 500 inter-correlations 
among specific cognitive and academic areas (broad 
and narrow) and general cognitive ability (e.g., FSIQ 
and other total test composites from cognitive 
batteries) were gathered and medians were obtained 

Reliability and Use of the IA-e 
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Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e: When “yes” is selected for scores that are 
in high 80’s and low 90’s 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e: When “yes” is selected for scores that are 
in high 80’s and low 90’s 
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85 + 5 (80-90) 
 

90-110 = Average 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e: When “yes” is selected for scores that are 
in high 80’s and low 90’s 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e: When “yes” is selected for scores that are 
in high 80’s and low 90’s 

Gc is now and 86, not 88 (all other scores are the same as last example) 
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IA-e is likely 84 or 83  

(upper end of CI does not touch or extend into the Average range)  
 

Even with a liberal Confidence Interval, this 
individual’s pattern of strengths does not suggest at 

least average overall cognitive ability 

Example of Relationship between g-Value and IA-e: When “yes” is selected for scores that are 
in high 80’s and low 90’s 

Pattern Suggests General Learning Difficulty,  
Not Specific Learning Disability 
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g-Value in Perspective 

Most of the time a g-
Value > .60 will yield an 
Average or better IA-e 
 
Most of the time a g-
Value of .51-.59 will yield 
an IA-e that is low 
average to  average or 
better, depending on the 
obtained scores 

IA-e in Perspective 

• The IA-e appears in green when it is > 90 and 
the g-Value is > .60. 

• The IA-e appears in yellow when it is between 
85-89, inclusive, or the g-Value is between .51 - 
. 59, inclusive. 

• “N/A” appears if the IA-e is < 85 or the g-Value 
is < .50, or if there are too few abilities judged 
to be sufficient (i.e., < 3, depending on age and 
ability domains). 
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ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits  

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICIT 

Cognitive Ability or 
Processing Disorder 

Interpretation of PSW 

Below Average Aptitude-Achievement Consistency 
(scores approximately 1SD below the mean or lower) 

Evaluation of consistency is not determined by a non-significant 
difference between the cognitive and academic weaknesses 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 

Yes 

ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICIT 

Cognitive Ability or 
Processing Disorder 

Difference between related cognitive areas of 
weakness or deficit and academic areas of 

weakness or deficit are statistically significant 

Student may be using compensatory 
strategies or benefiting from 

accommodations or curricular modifications 

Interpretation of PSW 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 

Below Average Aptitude-Achievement Consistency 
(when scores for related cog-ach areas are approximately 1SD below the mean or 

lower - whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between them is 
irrelevant with regard to meeting the “consistency” criterion in the DD/C model) 
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ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICIT 

Cognitive Ability or 
Processing Disorder 

Difference between related cognitive areas of 
weakness or deficit and academic areas of 

weakness or deficit are statistically significant 

There may be one or more exclusionary (or 
other) factors inhibiting performance 

Interpretation of PSW 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 

Below Average Aptitude-Achievement Consistency 
(when scores for related cog-ach areas are approximately 1SD below the mean or 

lower - whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between them is 
irrelevant with regard to meeting the “consistency” criterion in the DD/C model) 
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COGNITIVE STRENGTHS 

Average or better 
overall ability 

ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

 

RELATIVE 
COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS 

Not Discrepant 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 

Pattern not consistent with SLD 
construct 
 
Domain-specific aspect of SLD is not 
present. 
 
Similar to traditional ability- 
achievement discrepancy 

SS = 96 

SS = 88 

SS = 79 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 
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Ken, like many children who function 
in the below average range, may 
never have been taught at his 
instructional level, creating this type 
of pattern by the 5th grade 

 

COGNITIVE STRENGTHS 

Average or better 
overall ability 

 

RELATIVE 
ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICT 

Cognitive Ability 
or Processing 

Disorder 

Not Discrepant 

Pattern not consistent with SLD construct: 
 
Unexpected underachievement is not 
present. 
 
Area of cognitive weakness or deficit is 
likely not particularly important for 
academic skill acquisition and development 
at this age/grade level 
 
Alternatively, student compensates well for 
area of cognitive weakness or deficit 
(history is important in making SLD 
determination) 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 

SS = 85 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 
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AVERAGE OVERALL 
COGNITIVE ABILITY 

 

ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICT 

Cognitive Ability 
or Processing 

Disorder 

Likely 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 

SS = 80-84 SS = 82-86 

SS = 85-90 

Not Discrepant Not Discrepant 

Pattern not consistent with SLD construct, although scores appear to suggest “the pattern” 
 
Unexpected underachievement is not present.  
 
Domain-specific cognitive weakness as a primary contributing factor to poor achievement not present 
 
All performances are similar – expected achievement 
 
Likely general learning difficulty (slow learner), especially in an average to high achieving school 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 
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General Learning Difficulty 

• Overall cognitive ability 

– In the 80s – low 90’s range 

• Academic Performance 

– In the 80s range 

• Pervasive below average performance 

• May have splinter skills (relative strengths) 

 

 

Program Planning : 
*Remediate academic deficits at Tiers II and III of an RTI service delivery model 
*Small group; ample time to practice skills; emphasize need for several error-free 
repetitions of newly taught information, etc. 
 

Guidelines for Differential Diagnosis: 
Cognitive Ability and Adaptive Behavior 

All or nearly all cognitive 
areas may be < 75 

DSM 5 Code based on degree of severity reflecting level of intellectual 
impairment: 
 
317 Mild Mental Retardation: IQ level 50-55 to approximately 70  
318.0 Moderate Mental Retardation: IQ level 35-40 to 50-55  
318.1 Severe Mental Retardation: IQ level 20-25 to 35-40  
318.2 Profound Mental Retardation: IQ level below 20 or 25 
 
 
IDEA 
People scoring below 70 to 75 are thought to have an intellectual disability.   
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Differential Diagnosis: Etiology 

Differential Diagnosis: Response to 
Instruction/Intervention and 

Programming 
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Differential Diagnosis 

• PERVASIVE and SPECIFIC DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILTIIES MUST BE RULED OUT IN MAKING AN 
SLD DIAGNOSIS 

• Environmental factors such as poverty/low 
income, language differences, cultural 
differences, family stressors ARE SOURCES OF 
DIVERSITY, WHICH DO NOT RULE OUT SLD 
DIAGNOSES BUT SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO 
ACCOUNT IN INSTRUCTIONAL/TREATMENT 
PLANS. 

 

 (Berninger, May 10, 2013; 5th Annual Assessment Conference, Fordham University, NY) 

Biological Bases of Individual Differences: Genetic Variables 
(Berninger & Niedo, 2014) 

• “For students with more constraining 
developmental disabilities, instruction may 
result in varying degrees of developmental 
change and learning, but at a rate and on a 
trajectory limited by underlying genetic 
abnormalities that make full normalization 
unrealistic (Berninger & Miller, 2011).” 

Berninger & Niedo (2014). Individualizing Instruction for Students with Oral and Written Language 
Difficulties.  In Mascolo, Alfonso, and Flanagan (Eds.), Essentials of Planning, Selecting, and Tailoring 
Interventions for Unique Learners.  Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.   
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Learning Disability Quarterly, Summer, 2008 

 

 A diagnosis identifies the nature of a specific learning 
disability and has implications for its probable etiology, 
instructional requirements, and prognosis.  Ironically, in an 
era when educational practitioners are encouraged to use 
evidence-based instructional practices, they are not 
encouraged to use evidence-based differential diagnoses of 
specific learning disabilities.   

Virginia Berninger (2011). Chapter in Flanagan & 
Alfonso (Eds.), Essentials of Specific Learning 
Disability Identification. Wiley.  

Don’t Forget 
 Differential Diagnosis is Important 
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Is At Least Average Overall Ability Consistent with the 
SLD Construct? 

 

“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 

• The children often have average or above 
intelligence and good memory in other 
respects 

• Hinshelwood, 1902 
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“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

Many of the children 
have a high degree of 

intelligence 

Orton, 1937 

Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 

“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

“it seems probably that psychometric tests 
as ordinarily employed give an entirely 
erroneous and unfair estimate of the 

intellectual capacity of these children” (p. 
582) 

Orton, 1925 

Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 
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“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 

• Remedial training must continue until reading 
is in harmony with the child’s other capacities 
and achievement 

• Some children of superior intelligence struggle 
to learn to read 

• Monroe, M. (1932) 

“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 

• “Sometimes children of good general 
intelligence show retardation in some of the 
specific skills which compose an intelligence 
test” (p. 22) 

• Monroe and Backus (1937) 
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Individuals with SLD have At Least 
Average Overall Ability 

“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

Fuchs  and Young (2006).  On the irrelevance of intelligence in predicting 
responsiveness to reading instruction, 73(1), pp. 8-30.  
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“Historical Perspective” Information from Nancy Mather, NYASP 2011 

RELATIVE COGNITIVE 
STRENGTHS 

Overall Ability Below 
Average or Lower 

        

ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS/FAILURE 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS/DEFICT 

Cognitive Ability 
or Processing 

Disorder 

Consistent/Concordant 

All Scores/CHC Domains Approximately 85-90 or Lower 

May be suggestive of a more 
pervasive impairment, not 
Specific learning disability 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 

Important question: was 
instruction delivered at student’s 
instructional level? 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 
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OVERALL COGNITIVE 
ABILITY 

Well Below Average 

ACADEMIC ABILITY 

Academic 
Skills/Knowledge 

Deficits 

SPECIFIC 
COGNITIVE ABILITY 

Cognitive Ability or 
Processing 
Disorder 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 

SS = < 70 SS = 65-75 

SS = 70 or 
lower 

Not Discrepant 

Many/Most Scores Suggestive of  Deficiency (generally 70-75 or lower) 

Pattern is Not Consistent with SLD– 
All scores suggestive of deficiency 

Consider Intellectual Disability 
– Assess adaptive behavior 

Not Discrepant 

yes 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 
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COGNITIVE STRENGTHS        

Average or better overall 
ability 

 

RELATIVE 
ACADEMIC 
WEAKNESS 

 

RELATIVE 
COGNITIVE 
WEAKNESS 

No 

Level IV of Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Operational Definition of SLD: 

Pattern of Strengths and Weaknesses 

All Scores/Areas Approximately 90 or higher with Significant Variation 

Not consistent with SLD –  
No Below Average Cognitive 
Aptitude-Achievement Consistency 

More likely to see this pattern 
in older students (and adults) 
who were identified early and 
who either compensate for 
their weaknesses, overcame 
their weaknesses, or receive 
accommodations and 
modifications in the 
educational setting 

LIKELY SUGGESTS NORMAL VARIATION 

Flanagan, Ortiz and Alfonso (2013). Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3rd Edition. Wiley. 
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*Average Gs is not uncommon among students who score in the 
superior range on Gf, Gc or Total Test Composites (e.g., FSIQ).  
 
*Did the student have an opportunity for an accelerated 
curriculum and academic enrichment? 
 
*History of academic performance and experience is critical for 
making a determination of SLD in a student of this age, with 
average  academic performance. 
 

Normal Variation: To Err is Human 

• To Err is Human: “Abnormal” Neuropsychological 
Scores and Variability are Common in Healthy 
Adults 

– Binder, Iverson, and Brooks (2009) 

• At least two statistically significant differences in 
one’s cognitive ability profile is common in the 
general population 

– McGrew and Knopik (1996) – WJ-R Standardization data 

– Oakley (2000) – WJ III Standardization Data 
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Don’t Forget 

• There is no LD litmus test; the more well-versed 
you are in different approaches and methods, the 
more information you will gain about the child 
(including how to best help him or her) 

 
LD Not LD 

Determining Which CHC Ability Scores to 
Enter into the PSW-A v1.0 

• Use Information about the referral 

• Use other data sources (e.g., observations) to 
aid in interpretation and to support decisions 

• Use research to aid in interpretation and to 
support decisions 

• Use your own clinical experience to aid in 
interpretation and to support decisions 

• Use the “decision flowchart” for guidance 
(see X-BASS®) 
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The PSW-A 

• Psychometrically Sound 

• Brings Consistency and Accountability to the 
Decision-Making Process for SLD Identification 

• Clinical Tool 
– Clinical judgment is involved 

• Determining what scores to enter 

• Judgment is bolstered by support from converging data 
sources 

– Final analysis must be viewed within the context 
of the entire case (e.g., exclusionary factors) 

 

 

 

Chapter 1.  A Systematic Method of Analyzing Assessment Results for 
Tailoring Intervention (SMAARTI) 
Jennifer T. Mascolo, Dawn P. Flanagan, and Vincent C. Alfonso (2014) 
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What’s First? Evidence-based Intervention 

• Evidence-based remedial programs 
often used first 

– Subject to rigorous evaluation 

– Found to be effective 

– Lead to positive outcomes 

• What about when they don’t work? 

– Not all evidence-based interventions 
address academic needs of every student 
effectively 

– Must then move on from planning to 
tailoring interventions 

From Standard 
Treatment 
Protocol to 

Problem-Solving 

Planning vs. Tailoring 

• Planning: process of identifying evidence-based 
interventions that are most often used in standard 
service deliver models to address manifest academic 
difficulties that are revealed via universal screening 
and progress monitoring 
 

• Tailoring: understanding the student’s pattern of 
cognitive and academic strengths and weaknesses 
and how this pattern interacts with the instructional 
materials, classroom instructional factors, 
environmental factors, and other factors that may 
facilitate or inhibit learning 
– Goals: 

• Use information about a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic 
factors to tailor specific interventions 

 
• Ensure student has appropriate access to the curriculum 

by minimizing or bypassing adverse affects that 
weaknesses have on student’s learning 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=PtNClaZhpb1-mM&tbnid=H4nLzL-o6TmD1M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.behavioradvisor.com/ProblemSolving.html&ei=erh_U9rSI7DKsQTJzoCwBg&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNES-x36VVwp89LMbO0qZ6OI34Dn_w&ust=1400965534785614
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Methods of Tailoring 
Interventions: MARC 

Methods of Tailoring Interventions: MARC 

• Modification: Changes content of material to be 
taught or measured.  Changes the depth, breadth, 
and complexity of learning and measurement goals.  
For example: 
– Reducing the amount of material that a student is 

required to learn 

– Simplifying test instructions and content or the 
material to be learned 

 

• Accommodation: changes conditions under which 
learning occurs or is measured, but does not change 
or reduce learning or assessment expectations.  For 
example: 
– Extending time on exams 

– Providing separate room to work 

– Aligning math problems vertically, as opposed to 
horizontally 

 

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=jFfs3BEVe1ALzM&tbnid=ufsJPDf7PeK73M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clker.com/clipart-piles-of-paper.html&ei=Vrx_U_eCB8vesAS544KwAQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNGGsQmfldlBCNeS6Ykv6TvWenr6ZA&ust=1400966573843027
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=jFfs3BEVe1ALzM&tbnid=ufsJPDf7PeK73M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clker.com/clipart-piles-of-paper.html&ei=Vrx_U_eCB8vesAS544KwAQ&bvm=bv.67720277,d.aWw&psig=AFQjCNGGsQmfldlBCNeS6Ykv6TvWenr6ZA&ust=1400966573843027
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• Remediation: techniques or programs 
used to ameliorate cognitive and academic 
deficits.  For example:  
– Techniques and materials from the Reading 

Rockets and What Works Clearinghouse 
websites 

– CogMed (from Pearson) – intervention 
designed to improve working memory capacity 

• Compensation: procedures, techniques, 
and strategies intended to bypass or 
minimize the affects of a cognitive or 
academic deficits: For example: 
– Teaching the use of mnemonic devices 

– Teaching a student to outline or use graphic 
organizers 

– Providing the student with guided notes 

Methods of Tailoring Interventions: MARC 

Assessment 
Results 

MARC 
Interventions 
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SMAARTI 
A Systematic Method of Analyzing Assessment Results for Tailoring Interventions 

(Mascolo, Flanagan, & Alfonso, 2014; Mascolo, 2008) 

• Involves the organization, analysis, and synthesis of 
assessment data to aid in understanding the cognitive basis of 
students’ learning difficulties 

• Based on multiple data sources 

• Assists in tailoring interventions to make instruction more 
accessible to the student 

• Used when a student does not respond as expected to 
evidence-based interventions 

• Or whenever a comprehensive 

 evaluation is necessary 
Intervention began here 

Evidence-based Interventions 
• Work for most students, but not all students 

(e.g., Reading Recovery) 

• Students with specific learning disabilities 
should respond to interventions 

– Many cognitive capabilities 

• Failure to RTI is not a diagnostic model for SLD 

– Students fail to respond as expected for many 
reasons 
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 “At the current state of scientific knowledge, it is only 
through a comprehensive evaluation of a student’s cognitive 
and psychological abilities and processes that insights into 
the underlying proximal and varied root causes of 
[academic] difficulties can be ascertained and then specific 
interventions be provided targeted to each student’s 
individual needs, a process long advocated” 

Reynolds and Shaywitz (2009) 

Students who fail to RTI should have a comprehensive evaluation 
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A Case Study: Ayden Murphy 

• Background information 
– Lives with mother, stepfather, grandmother, younger sister and 

gets along well with them 
– Seems to be in good health; wears glasses for nearsightedness 
– Had trouble with reading in all grades except for first grade in 

which he had a “strict “teacher that the mother thinks was helpful 
to him 

– Currently receives pull-out services (meeting with remedial 
reading teacher for one period 3 times a week for 30 minutes) – 
teacher helps with incomplete seatwork assignments  

– Described as cooperative, even-tempered, friendly, happy, 
affectionate 

– Enjoys playing football, soccer, and X-box; least favorite activities 
are reading independently and social studies homework 

– Attends Operation Exodus, which is an after-school program to 
help him complete his homework and explore various educational 
activities 

Table 1.2 DOTI Form for Ayden with 
Primary Data Only 

Step 1  
Organize Primary Data Using DOTI Form 
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Reading Achievement 

 

 

Math Achievement 

 

Writing Achievement 

Gf Inductive (I) and general sequential reasoning 

(RG) abilities play a moderate role in reading 

comprehension. 

Inductive (I) and general sequential (RG) 

reasoning abilities are consistently very 

important for math problem solving at all ages. 

Inductive (I) and general sequential reasoning 

abilities (RG) are consistently related to written 

expression at all ages. 

    

Gc Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and listening ability (LS) are important 

at all ages for reading acquisition and 

development.  These abilities become 

increasingly important with age. 

Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and listening abilities (LS) are important 

at all ages.  These abilities become increasingly 

important with age. 

Language development (LD), lexical knowledge 

(VL), and general information (K0) are 

important primarily after about the 2
nd

 grade.  

These abilities become increasingly important 

with age. 

    

Gwm Memory span (MS) and working memory 

capacity (WM) or attentional control. Gwm 

important for overall reading success. 

Memory span (MS) and working memory 

capacity (WM) or attentional control. Gmw 

important for overall math success. 

Memory span (MS) is important to writing, 

especially spelling skills whereas working 

memory has shown relations with advanced 

writing skills (e.g., written expression). Gmw 

important for overall writing success. 

    

Gv Orthographic Processing (often measured by tests 

of perceptual speed) – reading fluency 

Visualization (VZ) is important primarily for 

higher level or advanced mathematics (e.g., 

geometry, calculus). 

Orthographic Processing (often measured by tests 

of perceptual speed) - spelling 

    

Ga Phonetic coding (PC) or “phonological 

awareness/processing” is very important 

during the elementary school years for the 

development of basic reading skills. 

 Phonetic coding (PC) or “phonological 

awareness/processing” is very important 

during the elementary school years for both 

basic writing skills and written expression 

(primarily before about grade 5). 

    

Glr Naming facility (NA) or “rapid automatic 

naming” (also called speed of lexical access) is 

very important during the elementary school 

years.  Associative memory (MA) is also 

important. 

Naming Facility (NA; or speed of lexical access); 

Associative Memory (MA) – rapid retrieval of 

basic math facts 

Naming facility (NA) or “rapid automatic naming” 

(also called speed of lexical access) has 

demonstrated relations with written expression, 

primarily writing fluency. 

    

Gs Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years, particularly the 

elementary school years. 

Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years, particularly the 

elementary school years. 

Perceptual speed (P) abilities are important 

during all school years for basic writing and 

related to all ages for written expression. 

 

Step 2: Review Relations between Cognitive and Achievement Areas 

Step 3: Review Manifestations and Organize Secondary Data 
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Gv Continued 

Step 3: Review Manifestations and Organize Secondary Data 

Step 3: Identify Targets for Intervention (Cognitive) 
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Step 3: Identify Targets for Intervention (Cognitive) 

Step 3: Identify Targets for Intervention (Achievement) 
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Reading Continued 

Step 3: Identify Targets for Intervention (Achievement) 

 Consider Tertiary Data, Which Are Comprised of Information About 
Factors That Affect Learning and Achievement and That Are Largely 

External to the Student 

• Already have good understanding of nature of Ayden’s 
learning difficulties, but need to consider other important 
data sources to meet his unique needs 

 

• Other data sources: 
– Classroom instruction 

– Instructional materials 

– Environmental factors 

– Strategies 
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Other data sources… 

• These data gathered via classroom observations and 
teacher/parent/student interviews 

• May be prudent to conduct additional classroom observations or 
interviews after practitioner has more complete understanding of 
presumed causes of student’s learning difficulties 

– Practitioners should also familiarize themselves with relevant instructional 
materials to give guidance on how to facilitate learning 

• See Rapid References 1.14 to 1.20 
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Gc Continued 
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Glr Continued 
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www.arcademics.com 
 
 

http://www.arcademics.com/
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Gs weakness – Build Accuracy and Rate 
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Bubbl.us 

Gv Continued 
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Docstoc.com 
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Gsm Continued 

A Review of Ayden’s DOTI Form - Example 

• Consult Rapid Reference 1.17, which includes 
information on students whose learning 
difficulties are affected adversely by a deficit in 
Long-term Storage and Retrieval 
– Must tailor instruction specifically for Ayden 

• Consider strengths  
– Ayden has strength in Gv, so should use the following 

relevant recommendations for Glr from RR 1.17: 
• Pairing verbal information with visuals 
• Organizing materials to be learned using visual aids 
• Providing visual reminders 
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Glr Continued 
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Step 5: Integrate Data From All Previous Steps, 
Design and Implement an Intervention, and 

Monitor Its Effectiveness 

• Integrate all data from Steps 1 through 4 to design and 
implement interventions (MARC) 

• Use information from DOTI form to assist in selecting or 
developing educational strategies and tailoring 
interventions 

• Develop a plan for monitoring interventions and 
evaluating their benefit 
– Summarize outcome of recommendations and suggest next 

steps 
– Use one of three actions 

• Retain (RT) 
• Refine (RF) 
• Reduce/Eliminate (RD/E) 

MARC = Modification, Accommodation, Remediation, Compensation 
DOTI = Data Organization and Targets for Intervention 

Supplement with activities designed 
to build sight words 
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Find 5th grade sight words at: www.tarpy.cusd.com 
Go to www.dolchsightwords.org for all grade levels 
 

http://www.tarpy.cusd.com/
http://www.dolchsightwords.org/
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Supplement Reading Interventions with activities 
designed to build sight words 

.com 

Activities to build sight words (and more) 
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Currently receives pull-out services (meeting with remedial reading teacher for one period 
3 times a week for 30 minutes) – teacher helps with incomplete seatwork assignments  

Replace Homework/seatwork Help With……… 

Supplement with activities designed 
to build sight words 

(C) 

(A) 

(M) 

(C) 

(M) 
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Recommendations for Ayden: Reading Decoding 

• “Does not apply phonetic coding strategies; instead, relies 
on visual features of words” 

– Fairly successful, but struggles in areas where terms do not lend 
themselves easily to visuals 

– Use audio glossaries so he can hear words and definitions read 
to him before a new lesson (compensatory strategy for Ga-PC 
weakness) 

– Preferential seating will give him access to help more readily and 
teacher can monitor need for help (general accommodation) 
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http://www.harcourtschool.com/glossary/science/index5.html 

Recommendations for Ayden: Reading Decoding and Fluency 

• “Does not apply phonetic coding strategies; 
instead, relies on visual features of words” 

– Great Leaps program recommended for 
continued use to address difficulties with reading 
fluency, in particular (remediation of Ga-PC and 
Glr/Gs Fluency weaknesses) 

• Add supplemental phonemic awareness activity 
(remediation of Ga-PC weakness) 
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• Great Leaps Program 

• Continue to use cooperative reading groups, but 
pair Ayden with a student with strong reasoning 
skills who can serve as model during guided 
think-alouds; use graphic organizers, specifically 
those that allow for relationships to be readily 
seen 

 (compensatory strategies – minimize the affects 
of Gf weakness on reading comprehension) 

 

Recommendations for Ayden: Reading Comprehension 

www.uen.org 
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www.uen.org 

www.uen.org 
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– Use shortened passages to build confidence by 
allowing him to finish work at similar rate to his 
peers, facilitate comprehension, and makes 
homework time similar to that of most peers  
(modification of some class work and homework – 
minimizes the affect of Gs-Fluency weakness) 

– Use text preview to review information in a 
chapter prior to reading passages in class – 
facilitates comprehension 

 

Recommendations for Ayden: Reading Comprehension 

http://www.curriculumsupport.education.nsw.gov.au/literacy/assets/pdf/packages/combook.pdf 

See Also… 
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See Also… 

Download manual at: http://www.jimwrightonline.com/pdfdocs/brouge/rdngManual.PDF 

• Modify Math minutes (i.e., less problems) to 
build confidence and facilitate engagement in 
task 
– Have him graph his progress to build confidence and 

focus on individual progress 

• Encourage repeated practice at home through 
web-based program, called Arcademics 
– Math games presented in arcade-like format 

– Available on apps to increase mobility of intervention 

– Provide visual feedback 

Recommendations for Ayden: Processing Speed 
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• Teach mnemonics to 
assist with retrieving 
steps or sequences 
needed to compute 
problems 

• Externalize the 
reasoning process: Use 
math concept cards 

• Allow time to practice 
strategies until they are 
internalized 

Recommendations for Ayden: Reasoning and Long-term 
Storage and Retrieval 

• Use Inspiration software during independent writing tasks 
(externalizes reasoning; facilitates learning through use of visuals) 
– Allows him to see relationships between concepts/ideas given graphic 

organizer type format 

• Provide Ayden with word banks (minimizes the affects of retrieval 
fluency weakness) 

• Remind him to reference classroom word wall, which contains 
cumulative listing of weekly vocabulary words 

• Important to build vocabulary 
– Have teacher provide feedback on writing by circling specific words 

and offering synonym as well as circling one or two words for Ayden to 
offer alternative 

– Allow him to use thesaurus 
– Build vocabulary through the use of multiple associations (e.g., 

vocabulary cartoons, vocabulary word maps) – assists with encoding 
information more effectively, which in turn facilitates retrieval at a 
later time 

Recommendations for Ayden: Gf, Glr, and Writing 
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• Allow him to use sentence strips during 
writing tasks 

– Can write discrete thoughts or facts and then 
physically manipulate strips into organized, 
cohesive sentence 

• Provide him with guided notes (if feasible) 

Recommendations for Ayden: Writing 

• Remind him of word wall  

• Allow him to use spellchecker function 

• Have him build a spelling dictionary, with a new 
entry for each newly mastered word 

• Use folding-in technique to build sight-word 
reading/spelling skills 
– Present 10 words, 7 of which are known and 3 of 

which are “unknown” 

– Reinforce with repeated practice via cover-copy-
compare web-based program 

Recommendations for Ayden: Spelling 
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Ayden in Perspective 
• Academic difficulties 
• Intrinsic factors that may be related to academic 

difficulties (e.g., Ga-PC, Gs-Fluency and rate, Glr-
fluency and learning efficiency, relative weakness in Gf) 

• Extrinsic factors – no remediation or tailored 
intervention; only help with homework 

• MARC interventions carefully selected to meet Ayden’s 
educational needs 

• Implement interventions and monitor effectiveness 
• One question not addressed – Does Ayden have a 

specific learning disability? 
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Form published  in Flanagan, Alfonso, Mascolo, & Sotelo-Dynega (2012).  Use of Intelligence Tests in the Identification of 
Specific Learning Disabilities Within the Context of An Operational Definition.   In Flanagan & Harrison (Eds.) , 
Contemporary Intellectual Assessment: Theories, Tests, and Issues (3rd edition). New York: Guilford.  

Flanagan et al.’s Operational Definition: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 
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Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

x 

x 

nearsighted 

Ayden wears glasses throughout the school day; glasses were worn throughout 
the evaluation 

Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

x 

x 

Information obtained from education records 
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Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

No observed or reported difficulties 

Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

Current evaluation ruled out subaverage intellectual functioning; no deficits in 
adaptive functioning based on parent/teacher reports and observations 
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Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

No evidence of social-emotional difficulties or psychological disorder based on parent and teacher 
BASC and interview with Ayden; Ayden is beginning to feel frustrated with school because “he can’t 
keep up” with all of his assignments. 

Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

There are currently no environmental or economic factors that interfere with 
Ayden’s academic performance as per parent interview 
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Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

There are currently no cultural and linguistic factors that interfere with Ayden’s 
academic performance as per parent/teacher interview and observation 

Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

There are currently no physical/health factors that interfere with Ayden’s 
academic performance as per parent interview 
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Form downloadable on CD that accompanies Essentials of Cross-Battery Assessment, 3e (Flanagan, Oritz, & Alfonso, 2013) 

Flanagan et al.’s DD/C Definition of SLD: Level II – Review of Exclusionary Factors 

There are currently no instructional factors that interfere with Ayden’s academic 
performance as per teacher interview and observation.  However, Ayden’s time in 
supplemental remedial reading instruction is spent on completing in-class 
assignments, rather than instruction in reading. 

x 

256 

Federal Regulations Permit the Use of a PSW Model  
(34 CFR 300.311(a)(5)), (34 CFR 300.309(a)(2(ii)).  

• Evaluation documentation must consider 
whether the student exhibits a pattern of 
strengths and weaknesses  

• In performance, achievement or both  

• Relative to age, State approved grade levels 
standards, or intellectual development 

• That is determined by the group to be relevant 
to the identification of SLD using appropriate 
instruments 

Ayden is a student with a Specific Learning Disability 
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Academic and Cognitive Tests Inform Intervention 

• Cognitive tests assist in understanding why a student 
is struggling 

• Knowing why helps with figuring out how 

• Many accommodations, modifications, 
compensatory strategies, and remedial programs 
suggested here will help all students in Ayden’s grade 
– without them, most students will not struggle; 
without them, Ayden will struggle 

 

 
Individual differences are important 

Individual Differences ARE Important 

• Why do some children fail to respond? 
– Perhaps because interventions are being applied “blindly” as a one size fits all method 

without understanding whether or not specific cognitive deficits exist 
 

• A neuropsychological process that is important to reading skills development is 
working memory – it is a crucial process for early reading recognition and later 
reading comprehension. One must assess it if one is to develop the most 
appropriate method of intervention (Teeter et al., 1997). 
 

• Given the findings from the neuroimaging and neruopsychological fields of 
deficient performance on measures of working memory, processing speed, 
auditory processing ability, and executive functions, evaluation of these skills is 
necessary to determine the most appropriate program to fit the individual child’s 
need.   

 

Semrud-Clikeman (2005) 
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Individual Difference ARE Important 
 

• The danger with not paying attention to individual 
differences is that we will repeat the current practice of 
simple assessments in curricular materials to evaluate a 
complex learning process and to plan for interventions with 
children and adolescents with markedly different needs 
and learning profiles (Semrud-Clikeman, 2005). 

 
 

The Value of Assessing Cognitive Abilities and Processes… 

Even if a student never enters the special 

education system, the general education teacher, 

the student’s parents, and the student him- or 

herself would receive valuable information 

regarding why there was such a struggle in 

acquiring academic content, to the point of 

possibly needing special education 

Kavale, Holdnack, & Mostert (2005, p. 12) – comment on 

Flanagan et al.’s approach to SLD identification 
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The Value of Understanding Strengths and Weaknesses 

 Identification of (children's) overall 

pattern of cognitive strengths and 

weaknesses is in itself therapeutic, 

especially when coupled with 

exploration of their feelings about 

their particular information 

processing weaknesses… and in my 

clinical experience has been crucial 

to the academic and psychological 

health of those whom I have 

assessed. (Suhr, 2008) 

 

 … there is a demand for the 

comprehensive assessment to drive 

intervention. This is the way it has 

always been, and this is the way it 

will always be because the referral 

questions for children with SLD have 

always asked, What is wrong? And 

how can we help? These questions 

demand differential diagnosis, a large 

part of which is determined by the 

cognitive abilities present in the 

individual child (p. 211). 

Source: Kaufman, A. S., Lichtenberger, E. O., Fletcher-Janzen, E., & Kaufman, N. L. (2005). 

Essentials of the K-ABC-II Assessment. New York: John Wiley & Sons. 

     Dr. Alan Kaufman 

Comprehensive Assessment Drives Intervention 
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 “If these tests will give us a basis from which we 
can start to understand a child’s difficulties, they 
will have justified the time spent on them. 
Anything which helps educators or parents to 

understand any phase of development or lack of 

development is of immeasurable value” (p. 189). 

Source: 

Stanger, M. A., & Donohue, E. K. (1937). Prediction and prevention of 

reading difficulties. New York: Oxford University Press. 

Why Do So Many of our Colleagues Question 
the Utility of Cognitive Measures? 

THE LD INTERVENTION INSTITUTE  
Earn up to 12 CEUs online! 
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– Steve Feifer, Ed.D. 
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Cost 
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